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Pulses of sensation - dormant deep inside
Steer inspiration - signals from the source of light
In times of indecision - a whispering advice
The voice of intuition - responding when the spirit cries
Confusing mixed emotions - ignite a stirring fight
As rational temptations - divert the latent guide
The spirit of creation - present in all life
Divine perfection - shadowed by all worldly strife
Every incarnation - leaves a trace behind
But all perception fades when reason rules the mind
Through latent and subconscious - behind the spheres
beyond
Presentimental guidance - still silently responds
Waves of energy - from infinity
Everlasting celestial infusion
Astral light's embrace - sent from timeless space
Lending shelter by waking the senses and mind
Joy and desperation - essential parts of fate
Opposed sensations - supporting waves of love and
hate
Rhythms of creation - pulsating everywhere
Reincarnation - a miracle without compare
In everlasting silence - in corridors of time
The refuge of existence - in unison with light
Waves of energy - from infinity
Everlasting celestial infusion
Enigmatic rhymes - visionary signs
Revelation by fusion of wonders
Universal force - rising from the source
Leads the spirit to new horizons
Astral light's embrace - sent from timeless space
Lending shelter by waking the senses and mind
Prisoner of time - veiled in darkness and light
Discover the sign - find the meaning of life
Resist false temptations inside
Fill your spirit with pure breath of light
Creature on earth - smiling child of the sun
Every creation - is a part of the one
There's no future, nor present, nor past
Mortal life's, but a flare burning fast
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